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Abstract
We give a proof of the result stated in the title. Here the concepts of 2n- and (3n − 1)-
(dis)connected sets are the natural generalizations to Zn of the standard concepts of 4- and
8-(dis)connected sets in 2D digital topology.
Suppose we have an n-dimensional scanner that digitizes n-dimensional objects to subsets
of Zn. We are interested in topological spaces (Zn; ) that might allow standard concepts and
methods of general topology to be directly and usefully applied to good digitizations produced
by the scanner. But our result suggests that if a topological space (Zn; ) is not a Khalimsky
space, then it will not satisfy our requirement.
Our proof involves some purely discrete arguments and a fact about simply connected poly-
hedra that is a well-known consequence of the Simplicial Approximation Theorem, but also uses
the following fact (which was one of the main results in an earlier paper (in: R.M. Shortt (Ed.),
General Topology and Applications: Proc. 1988 Northeast Conf., Marcel Dekker, New York,
1990, pp. 153–164) by the author and Khalimsky): For any T0 topological space in which each
point lies in a >nite open set and a >nite closed set there exists a polyhedron, whose vertices
are in 1–1 correspondence with the points of the space, such that the homotopy classes of con-
tinuous maps into the topological space from any metric space are in 1–1 correspondence with
the homotopy classes of continuous maps from that metric space into the polyhedron.
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1. Introduction
Suppose we have an n-dimensional scanner that digitizes n-dimensional objects S to
subsets Sdig of Zn. How can we make precise statements of a topological nature about
the subsets Sdig of Zn? Three approaches (all of which have been considered in the
image processing literature, mainly in the cases n=2 and 3) are:
(1) Choose appropriate adjacency relations on Sdig and its complement Zn\Sdig (such
as 4- and 8-adjacency in the case n=2). De>ne discrete analogs of topological
concepts, such as “4-connectedness” and “digital fundamental group” [11,14]. This
approach was introduced by Rosenfeld in the late 1960s [16], and is the usual
approach in 2D and 3D image processing.
(2) The following quite diNerent approach was proposed by Kovalevsky in the 1980s
[13]. Subdivide Rn into a cubical cell complex, and identify Zn with the open
n-cells of the complex. Choose appropriate face-membership rules that add certain
lower-dimensional open cells to the open n-cells of Sdig. (Here the term open cell
means a cell without any of its proper faces.) Take the union of the open n-cells
of Sdig and the lower-dimensional cells added by the face-membership rules, and
consider the quotient space of that union obtained by identifying the points within
each of the cells. 2 The “lighting function” theory of Ayala et al. [3] is, in a sense,
an extension of Kovalevsky’s theory, though Kovalevsky’s topology on open cells
is not used in [3].
(3) A rather simpler approach was suggested by Khalimsky (also in the 1980s) [6].
Choose an appropriate topology  on Zn. Then regard Sdig as a subspace of the
topological space (Zn; ).
In fact, Khalimsky proposed one particular topology on Zn for use in approach (3),
and his topology (de>ned in De>nition 3 below) has been studied in the context of
digital images by a number of authors (see, e.g., [4–7,12]).
It is not the purpose of this paper to discuss the strengths and weaknesses of Khalim-
sky’s proposed approach. Rather, we address the question of whether there might exist
topologies on Zn, other than Khalimsky’s topology, that could be used in approach
(3). Our main result implies that, in a certain sense, there are none.
2. Admissible topologies on Zn
We restrict our attention to topologies that satisfy the following two conditions:
Adm1. All 2n-connected subsets of Zn are -connected.
Adm2. All (3n − 1)-disconnected subsets of Zn are -disconnected.
Here, the concepts of 2n- and (3n−1)-(dis)connected sets are the natural generalizations
to Zn of the standard concepts of 4- and 8-(dis)connected sets in Z2; these concepts will
2 Although these quotient spaces are homeomorphic to the topological spaces used by Kovalevsky, he
de>nes his spaces in a diNerent way.
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be precisely de>ned below, in Section 3. We say that a topology on Zn is admissible
if it satis>es Adm1 and Adm2.
To motivate the study of admissible topologies, suppose Sdig⊆Zn is a “very good”
digitization, produced by our scanner, of some set S ⊆Rn. We would expect that:
(a) If S is connected, then Sdig is 2n-connected.
(b) If S is disconnected, then Sdig is (3n − 1)-disconnected.
If  is any admissible topology on Zn then Adm1, (a), Adm2, and (b) imply:
(a′) If S is connected, then Sdig is -connected.
(b′) If S is disconnected, then Sdig is -disconnected.
Thus, the connectedness properties given by any admissible topology  to such good
digitizations Sdig are the same as the connectedness properties of the sets S that are
digitized.
If n¿3, then there are uncountably many admissible topologies on Zn. This can be
shown as follows. Say that a point p∈Zn is even-sum or odd-sum according to whether
the sum of the coordinates of p is even or odd. For each even-sum point p in Zn, let
Sp be any set of odd-sum points each of which is (3n−1)-adjacent but not 2n-adjacent
to p, and let Mp be the union of Sp, {p} and the set of all 2n-neighbors of p. Using
the fact that if p and q are distinct even-sum points then Mp ∩Mq contains only odd-
sum points, it is straightforward to verify that the collection of subsets of Zn given by
{{p} |p is odd-sum}∪ {Mp |p is even-sum} is the basis of an admissible topology. If
n¿3 then uncountably many admissible topologies are obtained in this way, since there
is more than one possible choice of Mp at each even-sum point p and these choices can
be made independently of each other; with a little more work one can show that there is
an uncountable subcollection of these topologies, no two of which are homeomorphic.
But most admissible topologies  on Zn seem unlikely to be useful for our purposes,
because (in spite of (a′) and (b′)) the topological properties given by  to good dig-
itizations Sdig are too diNerent from the topological properties of the sets S that are
digitized. We want  to be such that, in addition to connectedness and disconnected-
ness, some other topological properties of a good digitization Sdig are also always the
same as the corresponding topological properties of S.
Our main result (stated in the title of this paper) essentially implies that simple con-
nectedness cannot be one of these other topological properties unless  is a Khalimsky
topology: If  is any other admissible topology on Zn, then when S is the whole of
Rn or any suOciently large solid ball in Rn (both of which are simply connected) any
reasonable digitization Sdig of S will fail to be -simply connected.
3. Preliminaries
3.1. Some terminology and notation
In this paper n denotes an arbitrary but >xed positive integer; we are interested in
topologies on Zn.
If 	= 〈q0; q1; : : : ; qk〉 (where k¿0) is any nonempty sequence, then we write 	−1 for
the sequence 〈qk ; qk−1; : : : ; q0〉. If 	1 = 〈q0; q1; : : : ; qk〉 and 	2 = 〈qk ; qk+1; : : : ; qm〉 (where
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06k6m) are nonempty sequences in which the >nal point of 	1 is the initial point
of 	2, then we write 	1 ·	2 for the catenated sequence q0; q1; : : : ; qk ; qk+1; : : : ; qm. Thus,
the number of points in 	1 · 	2 is just one less than the sum of the number of points
in 	1 and the number of points in 	2.
We say a nonempty sequence is closed if its initial and >nal points are the same.
(This usage of closed is unrelated to its usage in closed set.)
3.2. Adjacency relations
An adjacency relation is a binary relation that is irreQexive and symmetric.
Let  be any adjacency relation on a set D. When x  y we say y is -adjacent to x
and that y is an -neighbor of x. An -clique is a nonempty subset S of D such that
every two points in S are -adjacent. The set consisting of x and all the -neighbors of
x is called the -neighborhood of x. An -path is a nonempty sequence 〈q0; q1; : : : ; qm〉
(where m¿0) such that qi  qi+1 (06i¡m); its length is m. A degenerate -path 〈q〉
is called a 1-point path. A set S ⊆D is -connected if, for all s; s′ ∈ S, there exists an
-path 〈s= q0; q1; : : : ; qm= s′〉 (possibly of length 0) in which each q belongs to S.
3.3. The 2n- and (3n − 1)-adjacency relations on Zn
For p=1 or ∞, let lp denote the adjacency relation on Zn de>ned by x lp y⇔
‖x − y‖p=1. Thus, x l1 y iN x and y diNer in just one coordinate, and diNer in that
coordinate by just 1; and x l∞ y iN x =y but each coordinate of x diNers from that
coordinate of y by at most 1.
Each point in Zn has just 2n l1-neighbors and just 3n−1 l∞-neighbors. In the cases
n=2 and 3, it is usual in digital topology to refer to l1-adjacency as 2n-adjacency
(i.e., 4- or 6-adjacency), and to refer to l∞-adjacency as (3n − 1)-adjacency (i.e.,
8- or 26-adjacency). For this reason we will use 2n-adjacency as another name for
l1-adjacency, and use (3n − 1)-adjacency as another name for l∞-adjacency, for all
positive integers n.
3.4. Simply connected sets
Informally, a set X is simply connected if every loop in X can be “continuously
deformed”, within X , onto any other loop in X . If X lies in R2 or R3, then X is
simply connected if and only if X has no “holes” and no “tunnels”. (An annulus and
a solid torus both have a “hole”; a hollow torus has a “hole” and also a “tunnel”.
None of these three sets is simply connected. On the other hand, every convex set is
simply connected. A spherical shell in R3 is also simply connected.) To give a precise
de>nition of simply connected, we now de>ne loops, and continuous deformation of
loops, for any topological space.
Let (X; ) be any topological space. The following cases are especially relevant:
(1) X ⊆Rn, = the usual Euclidean metric topology on X .
(2) X=Zn, =an admissible topology on Zn.
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Let C denote the unit circle {(x; y)∈R2 | x2 + y2 = 1} in the plane with the usual
Euclidean metric topology.
A -loop (in X ) is a -continuous map  : C→X . (-continuous means continuous
with respect to the topology  on X and the usual Euclidean metric topology on the
circle C). If 0; 1 : C→X are -loops, then 0 is said to be -homotopic to 1 if there
is a -continuous map H : C × [0; 1]→X such that, for all x∈C, H (x; 0)= 0(x) and
H (x; 1)= 1(x).
Such a map H is called a -homotopy of 0 to 1. Although H is formally de>ned
as a map from the cylinder C × [0; 1] into X , it may be helpful to think of the second
argument of H as representing time; then H can be thought of as a continuous defor-
mation of 0 to 1. It is a straightforward matter to show that “is -homotopic to” is
an equivalence relation on -loops in X .
The de>nition of -homotopic -loops can be generalized by replacing the circle
C with an arbitrary topological space Y , to give a de>nition of -homotopic maps
g0; g1 : Y →X .
We say X is -simply connected and say  and (X; ) are simply connected if, for
every pair of -loops 0; 1 : C→X , 0 is -homotopic to 1. (Topologists will see
that this implies  is path-connected.) It is easy to show that any product of simply
connected topologies is simply connected.
When the topology  is the usual Euclidean metric topology on a subspace of Rn, we
often suppress the pre>x - and write loop, homotopy, and simply connected instead
of -loop, -homotopy and -simply connected.
In the case where X =Zn, the geometric meanings of -loops, -homotopies and -
simple connectedness are not immediately obvious. These concepts are de>ned in terms
of -continuous maps from the metric continua C and C × [0; 1] into Zn. They can be
better understood and visualized by considering the polyhedral analog of the topological
space (Zn; ), which will be de>ned below for any admissible topology  on Zn.
3.5. Alexandro5 topologies, Khalimsky topologies
We say that a topology  on a set X is Alexandro5 if for every x in X there exists a
minimal -open set containing x (i.e., a set U ∈  such that x∈U but {V ∈  | x∈V ( U}
= ∅). Readily, a minimal -open set containing x is a subset of every -open set that
contains x, and so there cannot be more than one minimal -open set containing x.
For any AlexandroN topology  on X , we write ↗ for the binary relation on X
such that x↗ p if and only if p = x but p belongs to every -open set containing x.
Note that x↗ p if and only if p = x but the minimal -open set that contains p is
a subset of the minimal -open set that contains x. The relation ↗ is known as the
(strict) Alexandro5 specialization relation. It is evidently an irreQexive relation on X
whose reQexive closure is transitive.
If ↗ is any irreQexive relation on X whose reQexive closure is transitive, then
there is a unique AlexandroN topology  on X such that ↗ = ↗. This topology
 is given by = {U ⊆X | ∀x∀y : (x∈U ∧ x↗y)⇒y∈U}. Thus  →↗ is a 1 − 1
correspondence from the AlexandroN topologies on X onto the irreQexive relations on
X whose reQexive closures are transitive.
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It is well known (and straightforward to prove) that:
Fact 1. A subset S of X is -connected if and only if S is -connected.
Thus, for any AlexandroN topology , -connectedness has an entirely graph-theoretic
interpretation. Since a 2-point set {p; q} is -connected if and only if pq, a special
case of the above Fact is:
Theorem 2. If  is an Alexandro5 topology on a set X , then, for any distinct points
p; q∈X , {p; q} is -connected if and only if p↗ q
∨
q↗ p.
For any p∈Zn and 16i6n, let pi denote the ith coordinate of p. Then Khalimsky’s
topology on Zn can be de>ned in terms of its AlexandroN specialization relation as
follows:
Denition 3. Khalimsky’s topology on Zn is the AlexandroN topology  on Zn such
that x↗ y⇔ xl∞y
∧ ∀i∈ [1::n] : [xi =yi∨ xi≡ 0 (mod 2)].
We generalize this de>nition very slightly, as follows:
Denition 4. For any point c∈Zn the AlexandroN topology  on Zn such that x↗ y
⇔ xl∞y
∧ ∀i∈ [1::n] : [xi =yi∨ xi≡ ci (mod 2)] will be called a Khalimsky topology,
and the topological space (Zn; ) will be called a Khalimsky n-space.
The point c in our de>nition of a Khalimsky topology can be regarded as the “center”
of the topology and its specialization relation: For any vector v of Zn, changing c to
c + v merely translates the space by v.
In the case n=1, a Khalimsky n-space is called a Khalimsky line. It is easily veri>ed
that every Khalimsky n-space is a product of n Khalimsky lines.
3.6. Properties of admissible topologies
Let  be any admissible topology on Zn. For each p∈Zn, let N3n−1(p) denote the
(3n − 1)-neighborhood of p. Then it is not hard to prove the following:
Theorem 5. Every point p∈Zn lies in a -open set that is contained in N3n−1(p).
Proof. Suppose n¿2. Let p∈Zn and let S =Zn\N3n−1(p). Then S is 2n-connected
and S ∪{p} is (3n−1)-disconnected. Hence S is -connected (by Adm1) and S ∪{p}
is -disconnected (by Adm2). As the subspace S ∪{p} of (Zn; ) is disconnected, there
is a clopen set C of that subspace such that C = S ∪{p} and p∈C. We must have
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C ∩ S = ∅ (for otherwise C ∩ S = S would be a nonempty clopen set of the connected
subspace S, contradiction), so C = {p}. As {p} is a clopen set of the subspace S ∪{p},
there is an open set U of (Zn; ) such that U ∩ (S ∪{p})= {p}. Now p∈U and
U ∩ S = ∅. Since U ∩ S = ∅, U ⊆N3n−1(p) and the theorem is proved.
To prove the theorem in the case n=1, replace N3n−1(p) with {i∈Z | i¿p−1} and
{i∈Z | i6p+ 1} in the above argument to show that each of these two sets contains
a -open set that contains p, and take the intersection of those -open sets.
Thus, for each p∈Zn there exists a >nite -open set containing p. It follows that
for each p∈Zn there exists a minimal -open set containing p:
Theorem 6. Admissible topologies on Zn are Alexandro5.
Hence Theorem 2 is valid for all admissible topologies  on Zn, and so we can
deduce the following from Adm1, Adm2, and Fact 1:
Theorem 7. The following two statements are valid for every admissible topology 
on Zn:
(1) For all p; q∈Zn, if q is a 2n-neighbor of p then either p↗ q or q↗ p.
(2) For all p; q∈Zn, if q is not a (3n − 1)-neighbor of p then neither p↗ q nor
q↗ p holds.
Conversely, if  is any Alexandro5 topology on Zn for which these two statements
are valid, then  is admissible.
Another property of admissible topologies that is not hard to establish is:
Theorem 8. Let  be any admissible topology on Zn, and let p; x; q∈Zn be such that
p↗ x and x↗ q. Then, for each i in [1::n], x has the same ith coordinate as one
(or both) of the points p and q.
Proof. Suppose the result is not true. Let j∈ [1::n] be such that the jth coordinates of
p− x and q− x are both nonzero. Then the jth coordinates of p− x and q− x have
an absolute value of 1 (by assertion (2) of Theorem 7). Now p↗ x↗ q implies that
either p↗ q or p= q (since the reQexive closure of ↗ is transitive) and so p lies in
the (3n − 1)-neighborhood of q. It follows that the jth coordinates of p− x and q− x
cannot have opposite signs. Thus, the jth coordinates of p−x and q−x are both equal
to 1 or both equal to −1.
Let y be the 2n-neighbor of x that diNers from x in the jth coordinate, and whose
jth coordinate is not the same as that of p and q. Then the jth coordinates of p−y and
q−y are equal to 2 or −2, and so neither p nor q lies in the (3n−1)-neighborhood of y.
But this and the fact that the reQexive closure of↗ is transitive lead to contradictions
of Theorem 7. Indeed, since y is a 2n-neighbor of x, either x↗ y or y↗ x. If x↗ y
then p↗ y or p=y (since p↗ x), contrary to the fact that p does not lie in the
(3n − 1)-neighborhood of y. If on the other hand y↗ x, then y↗ q or y= q (since
x↗ q), contrary to the fact that q does not lie in the (3n − 1)-neighborhood of y.
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Let  be an arbitrary admissible topology on Zn. Since ↗ is irreQexive, it follows
from this theorem that y↗ x and x↗ y cannot both be true for a pair of points x and
y. Thus ↗ is asymmetric. (Equivalently,  satis>es the T0 separation axiom.) This
and the fact that the reQexive closure of ↗ is transitive together imply that ↗ is
transitive. So we can deduce:
Theorem 9. For all admissible topologies  on Zn, the relation ↗ is a strict partial
order.
An interesting consequence of the theorems in this section is that, if  is an admis-
sible topology on Zn, then no homeomorphism of the space (Zn; ) to itself can map
a point p to a 2n-neighbor of p. [Indeed, any homeomorphism h of (Zn; ) to itself
must map the minimal -open set that contains p bijectively onto the minimal -open
set that contains h(p); but this is impossible if h(p) is a 2n-neighbor of p, because
these two -open sets are >nite (by Theorem 5) and, if h(p) is a 2n-neighbor of p,
then one of the two sets is a proper subset of the other (by Theorem 9 and assertion
(1) of Theorem 7).] It follows that no admissible topology on Zn can be translation
invariant.
4. Simplicial complex representations of admissible topologies
4.1. Basic terminology
Recall that, for any nonnegative integer k, a k-simplex is the convex hull of a set
of k + 1 independent points in Rm, where m may be any integer ¿k; these points are
the vertices of the k-simplex. The term simplex means a k-simplex for some k. We
write V (!) for the set of vertices of a simplex !.
If ! is a simplex, then the convex hull of any nonempty subset of V (!) is called a
face of !. (Note that every simplex is a face of itself.)
In this paper, a simplicial complex in Rm is a >nite or in>nite set K of simplexes
in Rm such that:
(a) Every face of a member of K is a member of K .
(b) The intersection of any two members of K either is empty or is a face of both
members.
(c) No bounded subset of Rm meets in>nitely many members of K .
In this paper, the term simplicial complex means a simplicial complex in Rm for some
positive integer m.
Each vertex of a member of a simplicial complex K is also called a vertex of K .
We write V (K) for the set of all vertices of K .
The polyhedron of a simplicial complex K , written |K |, is the union of all the
members of K . A point x∈ |K | may belong to more than one simplex of K , but there
is always a unique minimal simplex of K that contains x; that simplex is called the
carrier of x (in K) and we denote it by carrierK (x).
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If K is any simplicial complex then we will write K for the adjacency relation on
V (K) such that v1Kv2 if and only if v1 and v2 are the two vertices of a 1-simplex
(“an edge”) in K .
For every simplicial complex K , the set of vertices of every simplex of K is an
K -clique. Although the converse statement (that every K -clique is the set of vertices
of a simplex of K) is not true of arbitrary simplicial complexes K , it is true of the
simplicial complexes we will use to represent AlexandroN topologies.
4.2. CFD spaces and their simplicial complex representations, polyhedral analogs
We say that a topology  on a set X and the space (X; ) are “countable and
>nite dimensional” (CFD) if  is a T0 AlexandroN topology and the following three
conditions are satis>ed:
(1) X is countable.
(2) Each point in X has only a >nite number of -neighbors.
(3) There is an integer d such that no -clique has more than d+ 1 points.
Admissible topologies on Zn are CFD. (By assertion (2) of Theorem 7 we can take
d=3n−1 in condition (3); in fact, one can deduce from Theorem 8 that d= n suOces.)
For any CFD topological space (X; ) and any suOciently large integer m, there is an
embedding ’−1 of X in Rm for which the convex hulls of the images of the -cliques
form a simplicial complex, K say. We call (K; ’) a simplicial complex representation
of (X; ). This concept is essentially due to AlexandroN [1].
More precisely, a simplicial complex representation of a CFD topological space
(X; ) is a pair (K; ’), where K is a simplicial complex and:
(a) ’ is a 1–1 correspondence of V (K) onto X .
(b) A set S of vertices of K is the vertex set of a simplex of K if and only if ’[S]
is an -clique.
If (K; ’) is a simplicial complex representation of (X; ), then we call the polyhedron
|K | a polyhedral analog of (X; ). It is readily con>rmed that the real line R is a
polyhedral analog of a Khalimsky line.
4.3. The open quotient map of a simplicial complex representation
Let (X; ) be a CFD space (such as a space (Zn; ) where  is admissible), and let
(K; ’) be a simplicial complex representation of (X; ). Since ↗ is a total order on
each -clique in X , every -clique has a unique ↗-maximal point. For each y∈ |K |,
let q(y) be the ↗-maximal point of ’[V (carrierK (y))]. We call this map q : |K |→X
the open quotient map of (K; ’). (Topologists will be able to verify that q is in fact
an open quotient map with respect to .)
Good properties of the map q : |K |→X include:
(A) q is a -continuous map.
(B) If M is any metric space and g : M→X is a -continuous map then g= q ◦ g∗ for
some continuous map g∗ : M→|K |.
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(C) If M is any metric space and g∗0 ; g
∗
1 : M→|K | are continuous maps such that
q ◦ g∗0 = q ◦ g∗1 , then g∗0 is homotopic to g∗1 .
Although the open quotient map q was studied earlier by McCord (in the 1960s) [15],
properties (B) and (C) were apparently >rst stated by Kong and Khalimsky in [10],
for T0 spaces in which each point lies in a >nite open set and a >nite closed set; these
are just the T0 AlexandroN spaces that satisfy condition (2) of a CFD space.
(A) implies that composition of q : |K |→X with any continuous map M→|K | gives
a -continuous map M→X . More remarkably, (B) implies that every -continuous map
M→X can be obtained in this way, and (C) implies that the continuous
map M→|K | is uniquely determined up to homotopy by the -continuous map
M→X .
On taking M to be the circle C, we see from (B) that every -loop in X is of the
form q ◦  for some loop  in the polyhedron |K |. But we can also apply (B) and (C)
to -homotopies of loops in X , by taking the cylinder C × [0; 1] as the metric space
M . In this way, one can easily prove that a CFD space (X; ) is simply connected if
and only if it has a simply connected polyhedral analog:
Theorem 10. Let (X; ) be a CFD space, and let (K; ’) be a simplicial complex
representation of (X; ). Then the polyhedron |K | is simply connected if and only if
X is -simply connected.
Proof. Suppose X is -simply connected. Let 0; 1 : C→|K | be any two loops in |K |.
We need to prove that 0 is homotopic to 1. Let q : |K |→X be the open quotient map
of (K; ’). Then q0; q1 : C→X are -loops in X . So (since X is -simply connected)
there exists a -homotopy H : C × [0; 1]→X such that H (:; 0)= q0 and H (:; 1)= q1.
By (B) above there is a continuous map H∗ : C × [0; 1]→|K | such that H= qH∗. This
is a homotopy of the loop H∗(:; 0) : C→K to the loop H∗(:; 1) : C→K . Now (C)
implies that 0 is homotopic to H∗(:; 0), and that H∗(:; 1) is homotopic to 1, because
qH∗(:; 0)=H (:; 0)= q0 and qH∗(:; 1)=H (:; 1)= q1. Hence 0 is homotopic to 1,
as required.
Conversely, suppose |K | is simply connected. Let 0; 1 : C→X be any two loops
in X . We need to prove that 0 is -homotopic to 1. By (B) above there are contin-
uous maps ∗0 ; 
∗
1 : C→|K | such that q∗0 = 0 and q∗1 = 1. Since |K | is simply con-
nected, there is a homotopy H∗ : C × [0; 1]→K of ∗0 to ∗1 . It follows that qH∗ is a
-homotopy of q∗0 = 0 to q
∗
1 = 1, as required.
Theorem 10 can be deduced from Theorem 2 in [15], but the proof of Theorem 10
using (B) and (C) that is given above is much easier than the proof of Theorem 2 in
[15].
4.4. Spur moves and triangular moves
Let  be any adjacency relation, and let 	= 〈p0; p1; : : : ; pm〉 be any -path. If
	′ is an -path obtained from 	 by replacing some point pk with 〈pk; p; pk〉 for
some -neighbor p of pk (i.e., 	′= 〈p0; : : : ; pk−1; pk ; p; pk ; pk+1; : : : ; pm〉), then we
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call the transformation of 	 to 	′ or of 	′ to 	 an -spur move. Here k might be 0
or m.
If there is some k in the range 0¡k¡m for which {pk−1; pk ; pk+1} is a 3-point
-clique, and 	′= 〈p0; : : : ; pk−1; pk+1; : : : ; pm〉 is the -path obtained from 	 by
omitting pk , then we call the transformation of 	 to 	′ or of 	′ to 	 an -triangular
move. The following well-known fact is a consequence of the Simplicial Approximation
Theorem [2,8]:
Fact 11. Let K be any simplicial complex such that |K | is simply connected. Then
every closed K -path in V (K) can be transformed to a 1-point path by a sequence of
K -spur and=or K -triangular moves.
Now let (K; ’) be a simplicial complex representation of (X; ), where  is a CFD
topology. If  is simply connected (i.e., X is -simply connected), then it follows
from Theorem 10 that the polyhedron |K | is simply connected. Hence the above Fact
implies:
Theorem 12. If  is a simply connected CFD topology on a set X , then every closed
-path in X can be transformed to a 1-point path by a sequence of -spur moves
and=or -triangular moves.
5. Proof of the main result
It follows from Theorem 7 that Khalimsky topologies are admissible. Theorem 10
implies that a Khalimsky line (which has the real line R as a polyhedral analog) is
simply connected; it follows that every Khalimsky n-space is simply connected (as
it is a product of Khalimsky lines). It remains to prove that every simply connected
admissible topology on Zn is a Khalimsky topology.
In the rest of this paper  will denote an arbitrary simply connected admissible
topology on Zn. Our goal is to show that  must be a Khalimsky topology. In other
words, we want to show that  must satisfy De>nition 4 for some point c∈Zn. Recall
that, for any p∈Zn and 16i6n, pi denotes the ith coordinate of p.
For each positive integer i6n, we de>ne an integer-valued function h; i on -paths
as follows:
1. If 	 is a 1-point path, we de>ne h; i(	)= 0.
2. If 	 is an -path of length 1, then 	= 〈x; y〉 where x  y and we de>ne
h; i(〈x; y〉)= 0 if xi =yi,
h; i(〈x; y〉)=+1 if xi =yi and x↗ y,
h; i(〈x; y〉)=−1 if xi =yi and y↗ x.
3. If 	 is an -path 〈p0; p1; : : : ; pm〉 of length m¿2, we de>ne
h;i(	) = h;i(〈p0; p1〉) + h;i(〈p1; p2〉) + · · ·+ h;i(〈pm−1; pm〉):
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It follows easily that, for any -paths 	, 	1 and 	2, and every i in [1::n],
h;i(	) = −h;i(	−1); (1)
h;i(	1 · 	2) = h;i(	1) + h;i(	2): (2)
Another fundamental property of the functions h; i is stated in the following theorem:
Theorem 13. For 16i6n, h; i(	)= 0 for every closed -path 	 in Zn.
When 	 is a 1-point path, this is true by our de>nition of h; i(	). So (in view of
Theorem 12) we can prove Theorem 13 by verifying that h; i(	)= h; i(	′) whenever
	 can be transformed to 	′ by a single -spur move or -triangular move. This is
evidently true in the case of an -spur move. In the case of an -triangular move, it
follows from part (ii) of the next lemma.
Lemma 14. Let {x; y; z} be any 3-point -clique, and let i∈ [1::n]. Then:
(i) h; i(〈x; y; z; x〉)= 0.
(ii) h; i(〈x; y; z〉)= h; i(〈x; z〉).
Proof. First we prove (i). Note that (i) is invariant under transposition of y and z,
because h; i(〈x; y; z; x〉)= − h; i(〈x; z; y; x〉) by Eq. (1). But (i) is also invariant under
the cyclic permutation (y; z; x) of x; y; z, because it follows from part 3 of the de>nition
of h; i(	) that h; i(〈x; y; z; x〉)= h; i(〈y; z; x; y〉). Since these two permutations generate
the group of all six permutations of x; y; z, (i) is invariant under all permutations of
x; y; z. As {x; y; z} is an -clique, the restriction of ↗ to {x; y; z} is a total order, and
so (since (i) is invariant under any permutation of x; y; z) we may assume x↗ y↗ z.
By Theorem 8, either yi−xi =0 or yi−zi =0. Hence either xi =yi = zi or xi =yi = zi
or xi =yi = zi, and so it follows (from the de>nition of h; i) that h; i(〈x; y; z; x〉)=
h; i(〈x; y〉)+h; i(〈y; z〉)+h; i(〈z; x〉)= 0+1+(−1) or 1+0+(−1) or 0+0+0, which
proves (i).
As h; i(〈x; y; z〉)− h; i(〈x; z〉)= h; i(〈x; y; z〉) + h; i(〈z; x〉)= h; i(〈x; y; z; x〉)= 0 by (i),
(ii) also holds.
As was mentioned above, Theorem 13 follows from this lemma. As a consequence
of Theorem 13 and Eqs. (1) and (2), we have:
Corollary 15. Let 	′ be an -path that has the same initial and <nal points as an
-path 	. Then, for 16i6n, h; i(	′)= h; i(	).
Proof. h; i(	′)− h; i(	)= h; i(	′) + h; i(	−1)= h; i(	′:	−1)= 0 by Theorem 13.
In view of this corollary we can write h; i(a→ b) for the value of h; i on any -path
from a to b, where a and b may be any points in Zn. For example, h; i(x→y)= 1 if
x↗ y and xi =yi, since 〈x; y〉 is an -path from x to y and h; i(〈x; y〉)= 1. Evidently,
h; i(u→w)= h; i(u→ v) + h; i(v→w) for any u; v; w∈Zn.
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Let o denote the origin in Zn. For each i, 16i6n, we de>ne a function h; i : Zn→Z
as follows:
Denition 16. For all p∈Zn, h; i(p)= h; i(o→p).
The value of each function h; i : Zn→Z at any point x∈Zn depends only on the
value of xi:
Lemma 17. For 16i6n, if x; y∈Zn satisfy xi =yi, then h; i(y)= h; i(x).
Proof. For all x; y∈Zn, h; i(y)= h; i(o→y)= h; i(o→ x) + h; i(x→y)= h; i(x) +
h; i(x→y). If xi =yi, then h; i(x→y)= 0 since there is an -path from x to y in
which all points have the same ith coordinate.
In fact, the value of h; i : Zn→Z at x∈Zn depends only on the parity of xi:
Theorem 18. For 16i6n, if x; y∈Zn satisfy xi≡yi (mod 2) then h; i(y)= h; i(x).
Proof. For 16i6n, let ei denote the unit vector in the positive direction of the ith
coordinate axis. In proving this result we may assume yi − xi =2 (since the truth of
the result in this case evidently implies its truth in general). Then h; i(y)= h; i(x+2ei)
by Lemma 17. Since x+ ei is 2n-adjacent to x and to x+2ei, it follows from Theorem
7 that either x↗ x + ei or x + ei↗ x, and either x + ei↗ x + 2ei or x + 2ei↗ x + ei.
As ↗ is transitive, neither x↗ x+ ei↗ x+2ei nor x+2ei↗ x+ ei↗ x is possible,
by Theorem 7 and the fact that x is not a (3n − 1)-neighbor of x+ 2ei. So one of the
following must be true:
(1) x↗ x + ei and x + 2ei↗ x + ei.
(2) x + ei↗ x and x + ei↗ x + 2ei.
In case 1, h; i(x)= h; i(x + ei) − 1= h; i(x + 2ei). In case 2, h; i(x)= h; i(x + ei) +
1= h; i(x + 2ei). In both cases, h; i(x)= h; i(x + 2ei)= h; i(y), as required.
Our next result shows that the n functions h; i : Zn→Z completely determine ↗
and hence completely determine the topology .
Theorem 19. Let x and y be (3n − 1)-neighbors in Zn. Then




h;i(y)− h;i(x) = 1
]
:
Proof. ⇒ follows from the fact that if x↗ y and xi =yi, then h; i(y)= h; i(o→y)=
h; i(o→ x) + h; i(x→y)= h; i(x) + 1.
To prove ⇐, suppose that
∀i ∈ [1::n] : [xi = yi∨ h;i(y)− h;i(x) = 1
]
: (3)
Let 〈x=p0; p1; : : : ; pm=y〉 be a 2n-path (and hence an -path) from x to y such that
none of the n coordinates changes at more than one of the m steps of the path.
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Pick any j in [1::m] and let i be the integer in [1::n] such that the ith coordinate
changes at the jth step 〈pj−1; pj〉 of this path. Then the ith coordinate does not change
at the other m − 1 steps, so h; i changes only at step j. It follows that h; i(y) −
h; i(x)= h; i(pj)− h; i(pj−1).
As the ith coordinate changes at the jth step of the path but at no other step, xi =yi
and so, by (3), h; i(y)−h; i(x)= 1. Thus, h; i(pj)−h; i(pj−1)= 1, whence pj↗ pj−1
is false. As pj is 2n-adjacent to pj−1, this implies pj−1↗ pj (by Theorem 7).
But this argument applies to every j, 16j6m, so x=p0↗ pm=y (as ↗ is
transitive).
We will now deduce from Theorems 18 and 19 that  is a Khalimsky topology.
For 16i6n let ei denote the unit vector in the positive direction of the ith coordinate
axis, and let wi = h; i(o+ ei). Since h; i(o)= 0, wi = + 1 or −1 according to whether
o↗ o+ ei or o+ ei↗ o.
For 16i6n and all p∈Zn we have (by Theorem 18) h; i(p)= h; i(o)= 0 if pi mod
2=0, and h; i(p)= h; i(o+ ei)=wi if pi mod 2=1. Thus in all cases we have:
h;i(p) = (pi mod 2)wi: (4)
Let c be the point in Zn whose n coordinates are given by
ci = 0 if wi = +1;
ci = 1 if wi = −1:
Note that, in both cases,
(yi mod 2− xi mod 2)wi = (yi − ci)mod 2− (xi − ci)mod 2: (5)
By Theorem 7, x↗ y⇒ xl∞y. By Theorem 19, if xl∞y then




h;i(y)− h;i(x) = 1
]
by (4)⇔ ∀i ∈ [1::n] : [xi = yi∨ (yi mod 2− xi mod 2)wi = 1
]
by (5)⇔ ∀i ∈ [1::n] : [xi = yi∨ (yi − ci)mod 2− (xi − ci)mod 2 = 1]
⇔ ∀i ∈ [1::n] : [xi = yi∨ ((yi − ci) ≡ 1 ∧ (xi − ci) ≡ 0 (mod 2))]
⇔ ∀i ∈ [1::n] : [xi = yi∨ xi ≡ ci(mod 2)] :
Hence  satis>es De>nition 4 and is therefore a Khalimsky topology. This completes
the proof of the result stated in the title of the paper.
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